College Curriculum Committee Meeting  
11:00 AM, October 4, 2018  
Pugh 150

Members present: Adam Clark, Tammy Davidson, Carolyn Kelley, Mark Rush, Jen Ramos, Kellie Roberts, Shawn Weatherford, Gene Witmer

Absent: Adam Kosloski, Mallory Hillary, Jon Stewart

Associate Dean: Joe Spillane

Meeting called to order at 11:00 AM. Minutes for the September 20 meeting were reviewed and approved.

Gene Witmer (Fall) and Carolyn Kelley (Spring) were approved as committee chairs.

New Course Proposals (UCC1)

MET4XXX-Managing for a Changing Climate (item 12660)—Conditionally Approved.
GEO4XXX/6XXX-Spatial Econometrics and Modeling (item 12963)—Conditionally Approved.
GEO6XXX-Spatial Econometrics and Modeling (item 12973)—Conditionally Approved.
REL4XXX-Global Islam (item 13004)—Recycled.
CP03XXX-Democracy in Dark Times (item 12956)—Recycled
CP06XXX-Comparative Political Institutions (item 11762)—Conditionally Approved.
POS4XXX-Media and Politics (item 11901)—Recycled.
*ANT4XXX/6XXX-Cultural Heritage Management (item 12909)—Recycle.
*AFS3930--Special Topics in African Studies (item 12345)—Conditionally Approved.
ANT6XXX-Archaeology of Death (item 12947)—Recycled.
ANG6XXX-Things (item 12948)—Conditionally Approved
REL6XXX-New Approaches to Islam and Muslim Societies after Orientalism (item 12563)—Recycled.
BSC4XXX-Special Topics in Biology (item 13058)—Conditionally Approved.
EUS3XXX-Greece & Turkey (item 13067)—Conditionally Approved.
EUS4XXX-Culture and Identity in Europe (item 13073)—Tabled, pending query as to how this course relates to a previously considered but not yet approved course with very similar content

Course Modification Proposals

ANG5702-Anthropology and Development (item 11600)—This was listed in error.
STA4210-Regression Analysis (item 12965)—Approved.
MET4532-Hurricanes (item 13023)—Approved.
REL3171-Ethics in America (item 13047)—Approved.
AFS2002-The African Experience (item 13049)—Approved.

New Programs

Graduate Certificate in Theory, Modeling, and Computation of Molecules and Materials (item 12868)—Conditionally Approved.

Program Modification Proposals

French and Francophone Studies Minor (item 12980)—Approved.

NOTE: An * indicates an item previously reviewed and recycled by the CCC